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I realize that we’re focusing heavily here on other information, Key Audit Matters, TF noted the comment but
and other related topics of concern, but I believe we can and should go further in concluded that discussions
revising the auditor’s report.
on expanded reporting are
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As an experienced auditor, I agree with the 7 proposed changes to the auditor’s report. outside the scope of the
These changes have the potential of enhancing the information provided to current project.
stakeholders, improving auditor-client communication, and clarifying the auditor’s
and client’s responsibilities in conducting and reporting on an audit. I have one further
suggestion that I believe will help clarify the auditor’s responsibilities and limitations.
I suggest adding this notification to the auditor’s report immediately after the opinion:
“Our report is the result of analysis and testing of financial records of X Company
and certain representations of its management, for the period (s) listed below. Our
audit applies to those periods only and does not predict the company’s future financial
position, results of operations, cash flow, or general economic activity, industry
activity, or management decisions and actions.”
This suggestion may raise the question regarding the value of an audit, since an audit
appears to be primarily an evaluation of the past. First, past information is all that is
available; the future hasn’t happened yet. Second, in relation to the first statement, an
audit tells the reader of the financial information that the financial statements, as a
whole, that they’re reviewing are fairly presented in all material respects. An audit is
about reliability, not prediction.
I suggest the above addition because it is not enough to state, in the auditor’s report,
that the audit was done for certain periods. Such a statement does not make the point
about the future. Over the years, I’ve read (in the media) about auditors being sued
because, based on the auditor’s report and the accompanying financial statements and
footnotes, an organization was a going concern at the date of the auditor’s report, but
filed a bankruptcy petition during the year after the years covered by the audit. The
plaintiff’s contention was that the auditor should have seen the problems on the
horizon. As I’ve already noted, an audit is a review of past activity, though it may
Agenda Item 4H
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include limited and careful evaluation of management’s representations. Auditors do
not have a crystal ball – we do not know what will happen in the economy or in the
hearts and minds of an entity’s management. Also, we cannot predict management’s
future actions.
Regarding litigation, auditors cannot control the actions of a judge or a jury. What we
can do is to clearly state the limits of our work, in our report. To a certain extent we
are covering ourselves, but we are also informing the readers of our report and the
accompanying financial statements and footnotes, about the limitations of our work.
We are doing so clearly and directly, without equivocation, conjecture, or comment.
One final thought: The addition I suggest is not a substitute for adequate audit
engagement planning, field work (including documentation), or reporting. It is a
necessary clarification regarding the limits of an audit engagement.
TIC (2)

General Comments

Noted.

TIC agrees with most aspects of this proposed standard. However, TIC does have
concerns about Key Audit Matters (KAMs) and some of the wording used in the ED
is not clear enough related to noting that this will be optional for nonissuers. TIC
believes there are some additional opportunities in the new standards to make it clear
that reporting KAMs is not required for nonissuers. ITC has noted some of those
potential areas where this point could be made clear later in this letter.
In addition, TIC could foresee instances where the addition of KAMs could detract
from other critical sections of the auditor’s report. Consistency in reporting also could
become an issue and TIC could foresee situations where private companies are forced
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into presenting KAMS due to pressures from those charged with governance or
regulators, not-for-profit entities could be a good example as well.
In addition, similar to the concerns that TIC raised in its comment letter on the EBP
Auditor Reporting ED dated August 9, 2017, TIC does not believe that requiring
certain information in a report necessarily enhances audit quality. TIC raised similar
concerns with the reporting of findings that was proposed with the EBP Auditor
Reporting ED.
Additional Comments
TIC noticed that throughout this proposal, the term “in accordance with accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America” is interchangeable with Use of “in accordance with”
the term “in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United throughout standard.
States of America.” However, TIC would suggest that ASB go with the clarified
wording convention of “in accordance with” throughout this standard as to prevent
confusion.
NYSSCPA (4)

We are supportive of the AICPA’s Exposure Draft and believe most of the proposed
changes are not controversial. However, there are two matters that we believe the
AICPA should reconsider before issuing the final standard.
The Exposure Draft places undue emphasis on an entity’s ability to continue as a
going concern and should be revised in accordance with the extant standards. We See issue 3 in agenda item 4
acknowledge the AICPA’s proposal of Key Audit Matters (KAMs) in audit reports to for discussion about going
align with International Standards on Auditing (ISA) and the standards of the Public concern
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), however, the KAMs discussion
currently proposed, which is not a requirement of the Exposure Draft, is intended to
be limited to matters involving auditor judgment. We believe the primary users of
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financial statements audited under auditing standards generally accepted in the United
States of America (U.S. GAAS) are lenders and creditors who would not be as
interested in such matters when compared to the public at large and accordingly
Noted.
KAMs would have limited utility.
Additionally, it is our view that KAMs will be seldom used in an auditor’s practice as
they will likely increase litigation risk for the auditor while providing
disproportionately less benefit to enhancing the public trust.
RSM (5)

We understand the proposed standards and amendments resulted from the Auditing
Standards Board’s consideration of the revisions to the auditor’s report resulting from
the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) and Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) auditor reporting projects. We
appreciate the Auditing Standards Board’s strategic objectives of converging its
standards with those of the IAASB, while avoiding unnecessary differences between
its standards and those of the PCAOB.
We have reviewed the proposed standards and amendments and have read the
significant new and revised International Standards on Auditing related to reporting Noted.
on a complete set of general purpose financial statements. We are pleased with the
progress made with respect to convergence and, overall, agree with the proposed
standards and amendments. We also agree that the Auditing Standards Board should
consider the potential effect of the proposed standards and amendments on extant AUC sections 800, 805 and 810 after feedback is received. Further, we agree that the
Auditing Standards Board should give further consideration to changes that may be
needed to the proposed employee benefit plans reporting standard as a result of the
proposed standards and amendments.
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The ASB has proposed changes to the auditor’s report (the Report) to contain more
relevant and valuable information in an effort to satisfy the appeals of financial
statement users, regulators, and others (collectively referred to as Users). The Group
agrees the objective of a Report should be to communicate the appropriate
information to Users and enhance Users’ confidence. However, changes shouldn’t
put more pressure on the auditor or increase Users’ expectation gap (the expectation
gap for purposes of this letter is the disparity between what an auditor can reasonably
expect to accomplish during a financial statement audit and what Users expect them
to accomplish based on statements in the Report). The Group raised similar concerns
in its comment letter dated August 2, 2017 on the Proposed Statements on Auditing
Standards (SAS) for Employee Benefit Plan Auditor Reporting. In this comment
letter the Group argued adding requirements to include certain information in the
Noted.
Report does not enhance audit quality or close the gap on Users’ expectations.
Company financial statements are becoming more and more complex and so is
accounting. Users say they are worried about transparency and are unhappy with
“boilerplate” language in the Report. Users perceive there are limitations with the
Report and would most likely benefit from a straightforward, “tell it like it is” Report.
However, in today’s environment a cross-over to a “tell it like it is” Report seems
unlikely. Auditors fear litigation and rely heavily on guidance to reduce the
possibility of lawsuits. Boilerplate language is used to close the expectation gap, save
time, avoid misunderstandings and improve comparability. Users have expressed
satisfaction with the standard pass/fail nature of the report but want more individual
descriptions. While the proposed standard attempts to address Users’ concerns, the
Group does not believe it is completely successful in achieving the objectives.
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NASBA (7)

Our overall comment to the proposed Statement is based on the State Boards’ charge TF believes convergence
to be regulators protecting the public interest. We believe the best way to avoid public with IAASB is more
confusion is to limit the differences in auditors’ reports, regardless of whether the appropriate for nonissuers.
auditee is an issuer, a public business entity or a nonissuer. We do appreciate the
AICPA’s position of converging United States (US) Auditing Standards with
International Auditing Standards whenever possible. However, in the US, we also
need to consider that the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) has
created its own reporting model. A major difference outlined in the Statement relates
to Key Audit Matters versus Critical Audit Matters, and when to include or exclude
those matters in reports for issuers. Overall, we believe that the final Statement should
give more consideration to the PCAOB auditor’s reporting standard and eliminate
differences between the two models.

Smith & Howard
PC (9)

We support the ASB’s objective to increase the informational value and relevance of Noted.
the auditors’ report for users of financial statements. However, we believe certain of
the proposed changes to be harmful to the audit process and devalue the auditors’
opinion. Specifically, we believe the inclusion of key audit matters in the auditors’
report to be inappropriate for nonissuers.

AAFCPAs (11)

Overall, we support the ASB’s efforts to increase the informational value and Noted.
relevance of the auditor’s report for report users. The proposed revisions to AU-C
Sections 700, 705, and 706 are clear and understandable. However, as explained in
our comment to question 5, we do not agree with the requirements (AU-C section
701) to communicate Key Audit Matters (KAM) in the Independent auditor’s report.
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Cherry Bekaert
(13)

Overall, we support the ASB’s proposed standards and amendments and believe they Noted.
will provide useful information to the users of financial statements, improve
transparency, and improve the overall quality of audits.

PBTK (16)

On pp. 12-13 of the ED, the Board summarizes what it believes are the most Noted.
significant changes in its proposed new reporting model. However, except for the two
matters contained in the third and fourth bullets listed therein, we believe the other
listed items to be relatively uncontroversial and, therefore, somewhat less than
“significant.” Accordingly, our response below is focused primarily on these two
matters, i.e., proposed amendments to AU-C section 570 that would expand reporting
requirements relative to going concern matters, and the proposal for optional reporting
of “key audit matters” (KAMs), followed by a few less significant, technical
comments.
Our two principal areas of concern appear to be linked directly to what the Board
characterizes prominently on p. 9 of the ED as its “primary focus” and strategy, i.e.,
to converge its standards with those of the IAASB. Our concerns are derived primarily
from our view that the desire to optimize convergence with international standards
does not alone constitute sufficient justification for adopting new auditing or reporting
standards that would apply to reports issued for privately held companies in the U.S.
without adequate consideration of significant differences in the in the practice
environment prevalent in the U.S. as compared to that in Europe and the rest of the
world. Most significantly, as we all know, the U.S. environment is fraught with
considerably more litigation risk than those in other countries, and although the world
economy has strengthened considerably since the recession that began ten years ago,
many countries may continue to experience greater vulnerability to economic distress
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than the U.S. We urge the Board to consider and evaluate such differences before
proceeding with these proposals.
DHG (18)

DHG is supportive of the ASB’s efforts in modernizing the auditor’s report to provide Noted.
information that is of critical need to stakeholders, while maintaining the value of the
‘pass-fail’ opinion. We commend the ASB for their efforts in developing a balanced
approach that considers the views of numerous stakeholders, while aligning with the
auditing standards of both the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
(IAASB) and Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB).
Auditor’s Report Proposals
Overall, we are supportive of enhancing the description of the auditor’s
responsibilities and key features of the audit including enhancing the wording in the Noted.
auditor’s report in relation to independence, the auditor’s fulfillment of other ethical
responsibilities and expanding the description of the responsibilities of management
for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements. We also support
moving the opinion paragraph to the beginning of the auditor’s report, which more
closely aligns with the auditing standards of the IAASB and PCAOB. Furthermore,
we are supportive of the development of a standard for auditor reporting that provides
a basis for the auditor to report on key audit matters (KAM) that is voluntarily applied
and generally consistent with auditing standards of both the IAASB and PCAOB.
However, we do have concerns regarding the proposed SAS Communicating Key
Audit Matters in the Independent Auditor’s Report (proposed new AU-C section 701)
(KAM Proposal). For instance, we believe there are certain areas within the KAM
proposal that could negatively affect the profession; in particular the potential
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litigation risk of the audit firm being the source of original (and potentially
confidential) information about a company.1
We have provided certain comments and recommendations below regarding these
points as well as other matters detailed within the Auditor Report Proposal.

Source of Original Information

Noted

In considering the potential risk of communicating original information about a
company, the KAM Proposal includes application guidance that states the nature and
extent of information provided by the auditor is intended to be balanced in the context
of the responsibilities of the respective parties (that is, for the auditor to provide useful
information in a concise and understandable form while not inappropriately being
the provider of original information about the entity).2 However, the application
guidance also allows the auditor to provide such information necessary to explain why
the matter was considered to be one of most significance in the audit, and therefore
determined to be a KAM, and how the matter was addressed in the audit.3 Although
we support the inclusion of a statement that explains the expectations of the auditor
not providing original (and potentially confidential) information about a company, it
is inappropriate to include a seemingly contradictive statement that allows for
communication of such information in certain circumstances. We acknowledge that
the KAM Proposal prohibits the inclusion of original information that is prohibited
1

Paragraph A35, KAM Proposal, Original information is any information about the entity that has not otherwise been made publicly available by
the entity (for example, the information has not been included in the financial statements or other information available at the date of the auditor’s
report and has not been addressed in other oral or written communications by management or those charged with governance). Such information
is the responsibility of the entity’s management and those charged with governance.
2 Paragraph A34, KAM Proposal.
3 Paragraph A36, KAM Proposal.
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by law or regulation. However, allowing for the inclusion of original information
(regardless of the situation) within the auditor’s report could possibly expose the
auditor to certain ethics code violations, and effectively impose disclosure thresholds
on management that go beyond the applicable financial reporting framework.
This is further implied through the application guidance which states that See proposed changes made
management or those charged with governance may decide to include new or in agenda item 4A.
enhanced disclosures in the financial statements or elsewhere in the annual report
relating to a KAM, in light of the fact that the matter will be communicated in the
auditor’s report.4 We strongly believe such application guidance should be removed
from the KAM proposal, as it could imply new management disclosure
responsibilities through the auditing standards.
Overall, as the auditor is responsible for opining on the information that comprises
the financial statements, we believe any information communicated within the
auditor’s report should be limited to information opined upon, and not include
information that is of original (or confidential) nature. Therefore, we strongly
encourage the ASB to specifically describe in the KAM Proposal that the auditor is
not responsible for providing original information about the company in the auditor’s
report.

Voluntary Approach to KAMs

Further clarification added
Although the KAM Proposal provides substantial guidance for auditors in to new par 3A in proposed
determining and communicating KAMs, there is minimal information regarding the SAS AU-C 700 as well as
4

Paragraph A37, KAM Proposal.
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optionality of the standard and the facts and circumstances to determine when the
reporting of KAMs is applicable. From a private company perspective, unless
required by regulatory or other bodies, we believe the use of the KAM reporting will
be limited. Therefore, it is important to clarify with the proposed standards (possibly
within the proposed SAS 700 Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial
Statements) the optionality of the KAM Proposal and not construe that the reporting
of KAMs is a requirement of the independent auditor’s report, nor imply a required
communication to those charged with governance.

paragraph 1 of proposed
AU-C 701 and AU-C 706.
See proposed changes made
in agenda item 4A.

Additionally, if management and the auditor have agreed upon the use of KAMs, it is
imperative that there is a framework to ensure a proper understanding and written
agreement of this commitment to limit any potential misinterpretations. We
acknowledge the Auditor’s Report Proposals provides application guidance regarding
the importance of obtaining written agreement regarding the expected form and
content of any reports to be issued by the auditor5; however, given the potential
implications of KAM reporting, we believe the applicable guidance should be explicit
to agreed-upon terms and provide guidance to auditors regarding when a client who
originally engaged the auditor to report KAMs subsequently decides to request the
auditor not to report KAMs as agreed in the original engagement.

Alignment with the PCAOB and IAASB
We are supportive of the ASB’s efforts of developing auditing standards that are
aligned with the auditing standards of the IAASB and PCAOB. Although there are
commonalities in the underlying criteria of the IAASB KAM and the PCAOB Critical
Audit Matter (CAM) frameworks, there are also significant differences between the
5

Paragraph A40, Proposed SAS 700 Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements
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IAASB KAM and the PCAOB CAM frameworks that could result in situations where
reporting may be different. For instance, under the PCAOB’s auditing standards
materiality is included in the CAM definition that directs the auditor to matters arising
from the audit that were communicated or required to be communicated to the audit
committee and related to accounts or disclosures that are material to the financial
statements. However, the KAM definition, under the IAASB auditing standards and
utilized as the definition within the KAM Proposal, does not include materiality as a
component of the definition, rather it is utilized as one of the considerations the
auditor should take into account when determining whether a matter required
significant auditor attention.
These differences may result in a narrower population of matters that may be a CAM
under the PCAOB auditing standards than under the KAM Proposal. We acknowledge
there may not be implications for companies audited solely under the AICPA’s
auditing standards; however, there are companies that report under dual-standards, for
instance PCAOB and AICPA. In these situations, pursuant to SAS 131, the auditor
would utilize the auditor’s report under the PCAOB reporting framework, while dual
reporting under the AICPA’s auditing standards. In these situations, the auditor would
report CAMs rather than KAMs, which could result in different reporting, if the audit
was only reported under the AICPA’s auditing standards. Therefore, we believe the
profession would benefit from guidance in situations where the auditor may be
reporting under both the PCAOB and AICPA auditing standards.

Matters of Most Significance
We noted that the determination of which matters are of most significance in the audit
of the financial statements as required by paragraph 9 of the KAM Proposal requires
a significant degree of judgment. Although we are supportive of the use of auditor
Agenda Item 4H
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judgment in many facets of the audit, we have concerns about whether there is
appropriate application guidance to enable auditors to consistently apply this
determination. We believe the profession would benefit from additional application
guidance for making this determination in the form of additional application guidance
in the standard.
BDO (19)

Overall, we support the ASB’s efforts to enhance the usefulness and informational Noted.
value of the auditor’s report. In particular, we support including the opinion as the
first section of the auditor’s report followed by the basis for opinion. Such an approach
is consistent with feedback received by the ASB from investors and other users, and
aligns with International Standard on Auditing 700 (Revised) (ISA 700), Forming an
Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements, as well as Public Company
Accounting Standards Board AS 3101 (AS 3101), The Auditor’s Report on an Audit
of Financial Statements When the Auditor Expresses an Unqualified Opinion.
Furthermore, we believe the proposed expanded description in the auditor’s report of
management’s responsibilities for the preparation of the financial statements and the
auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements will help narrow the
expectations gap of users and other stakeholders.
Furthermore, we agree that the communication of Key Audit Matters (KAMs) should
not be required for audits of nonissuers and that the communication of KAMs within
the auditor’s report would only be done if management has engaged the auditor to
communicate such matters.
While we are supportive of the overall direction of the proposed SASs and related See issue 8 of agenda item
amendments, we believe that certain aspects, in particular the provisions relating to 4 for discussion about the
KAM, will likely present challenges in implementation, particularly during the early effective date.
years of implementation. Therefore, we recommend that the effective date for the
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proposed SASs and related amendments, as they relate to KAM, should be, at a
minimum, no earlier than for audits of financial statements for periods ending on or
after December 15, 2021, which is one year after the date the Critical Audit Matter
provisions of AS 3101 become effective for all issuers. Such an effective date would
permit the nonissuer community to benefit from the experience of auditors of public
companies in implementing AS 3101.
Additionally, we note that the definition of “general purpose framework” differs from
the ISA definition in that it does not include the concept of compliance frameworks,
because it was determined previously that there were no compliance frameworks in
the U.S. We understand that this conclusion is being reconsidered as part of updating
AU-C 800, Special Considerations – Audits of Financial Statements Prepared in
Accordance With Special Purpose Frameworks, and we look forward to providing
comments with respect to that issue at that time.
SVA (21)

Auditor Reporting

Noted

I appreciate the Board’s efforts to harmonize auditor reporting to those implemented
by the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) and Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). I agree with the efforts to create
more transparency to users and stakeholders of auditor reports, but have some
concerns with the extent of information that may be required to be provided in reports
of non-issuers as outlined below.
Association of
Local Government
Auditors (22)
Agenda Item 4H

We have reviewed the exposure draft in its entirety. Overall, we believe the proposed Noted
changes are clear and understandable and the application material is helpful. In
addition, we agree that the revisions will increase the informational value and
relevance of the auditor’s report for users and, therefore, are in the public interest. We
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did not have any additional areas to elaborate on or comment on related to eleven of
the fourteen specific questions presented in the exposure draft, therefore, we did not
answer each question individually.
GAO (23)

We support the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants’ (AICPA) efforts Noted
to improve the quality of financial reporting and increase the confidence users have
in the audit of the financial statements. We also support the AICPA and its Auditing
Standards Board’s (ASB) efforts to converge its standards with those of the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. We note that governmental
entities may have unique considerations when reporting on their financial statements
due to the nature of government auditing and the reporting requirements provided by
GAGAS as well as laws and regulations.
As noted in our response to questions in the enclosure, we are concerned about the
inconsistencies that the proposed Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) Forming an
Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements would create with the reporting AU-C section 940 to be
requirements in AU-C 940 An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting considered by the TF at a
That Is Integrated With an Audit of Financial Statements. We urge the ASB to future meeting.
promptly begin a project to align the reporting requirements of AU-C 940 with the
proposed SAS.
Also, we believe that the proposed new requirement that prohibits the auditor from
reporting on “Other Information” when the auditor disclaims an opinion on financial
statements is problematic in the federal government environment. Given the extent of
other information in government financial reports, we believe that it is important to
emphasize to the users of the financial statements that the auditors did not audit and
do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on other information contained in
the annual report. We also believe that the users of financial statements should be
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cautioned that scope limitation as well as any significant deficiencies or material
weaknesses found may affect the reliability of other information. Based on experience
reporting on “Other Information” in the federal government environment when the
auditor disclaims an opinion, we believe that such reporting promotes transparency
and is clear to the reader. To provide users with context for understanding other Issue to be discussed in
information contained in the report, the ASB, in our view, should revise the standard connection with the OI
or provide application guidance to allow government auditors to include an “Other standard
Information” section in the auditor’s report when auditors disclaim an opinion.
MSCPA (24)

The Committee is generally not in favor of a major part the Exposure Draft.

Noted

Members of the Committee have expressed the concern with the provisions relating
to Key Audit Matters.
Members are concerned that there is subjective judgement by the auditor put forth to
determine what is a Key Audit Matter is. Members have concerns about how to
evaluate matters that will need to rise to the level of Key Audit Matters and thus need
to be included in the auditor’s report. There needs to be greater clarity by way of
illustrative examples of Key Audit Matters.
Members are concerned with the possible liability of determining a matter is not a
Key Audit Matter and it is later determined that it could have been a Key Audit Matter.
The members are concerned since there is substantial judgement involved about the
completeness of the Key Audit Matters disclosure and possible liability thereon for
not disclosing enough.
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Some members are concerned with possible unforeseen consequences of the use of
Key Audit Matter disclosures being categorized into databases and used in analytics
that may lead to inappropriate conclusions.
Members, who work with small and medium entities, express the concern that there
will be additional cost to this requirement that those entities will not pay the auditor
for.
Finally the members are concerned, that although the proposal does not make the Key
Audit Matters disclosure mandatory, regulators and other interested parties (e.g. banks) will step in and require it for all reports to be filed with governments and those
other interested parties. As an example in Massachusetts the Attorney General’s
Office of Massachusetts requires any non-profit with revenue in excess of $500,000
to have an audit and that a copy of the financial statements and report thereon to be
filed with their office. Members foresee that regulators and other parties will believe
Key Audit Matters disclosure is a good thing to protect the public and thus make it
mandatory for all applicable audit reports.
It is the recommend of the Committee that the ASB remove the Key Audit Matter
provision from the Proposal. Key Audit Matters is presently required by the PCAOB
for public company audits. It is the contention of the Committee that the ASB wait
at this time at least a couple of the years to see what the public company experience
is in dealing with Key Audit Matters disclosure. That way the auditors of small and
medium entities will have knowledge and experience to rely on.
GT (25)
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We commend the Board in its endeavors to enhance the relevance and
understandability of auditor’s reports of nonissuer entities as well as to clarify the Noted
auditor’s responsibilities with regard to financial statement disclosures. We are
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generally supportive of the overall project but have a few concerns that are described
in more detail below. We respectfully submit our responses to the issues for
consideration, as well as other comments and recommendations, including paragraphlevel comments in the accompanying appendix.
Convergence
We support placing the opinion section first in the auditor’s report. We believe this
provides prominence to the auditor’s overall audit conclusion. However, we have
concerns with the proposed length of the report and its readability. While we
recognize that the proposed requirements are consistent with those in the International
Standards on Auditing (ISAs), the expanded descriptions of management’s and the
auditor’s responsibilities and the ordering of sections, including the placement of
emphasis-of-matter and other-matter paragraphs, introduces the potential for users to
“get lost” in the report and easily miss matters that may be of importance to them.
Therefore, we believe there is a justifiable basis for deviating from the ISA reporting
model. Our suggestions are detailed throughout the rest of this letter.
Crowe (26)

Agenda Item 4H

We support the overall objective of promoting harmony between AICPA reporting Noted
standards and those of other standard-setting bodies, such as the IAASB and the
PCAOB. We recognize the desire of users of audited financial statements for more
information about significant aspects of the audit, such as areas with higher risk and
areas that required significant audit judgment, as well as significant events or
transactions affecting the financial statements. We understand that the clarification
and distinction of management’s responsibilities for the financial statements and the
auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements is also critical in
increasing the informational value of an audit report to those users. Overall, we
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support the Proposed Standards and agree they generally provide for convergence
with the IAASB’s ISA 700 (Revised).
Related to disclosures, we believe that the Proposed Amendments to auditing
standards will enhance auditor focus on disclosures throughout the audit engagement.
From establishing the terms of the engagement, to risk assessment and planning the
audit, through evaluation of misstatements, the Proposed Amendments address
financial statement disclosures with the same prominence as the individual financial
statements. The proposed revisions to financial statement assertions emphasize the
need to apply the assertions holistically to the financial statements, inclusive of
disclosure considerations for fair presentation.
Crowe (26)

In the Table of Contents for the Proposed Standard, we note that the paragraph Noted
numbers associated with the application material don’t match up with the material. In
addition, we would recommend to add “and Comparative Information” after
“Comparative Financial Statements”, related to paragraphs 46-59.

NCACPA (27)

While we agree that this is helpful in developing additional information that would be Noted
useful to the reader of a financial statement, our task force had multiple concerns.
Including key audit matters (KAMs) within the audit report could cause the report to
become so complex and/or lengthy that it would risk losing the attention of the reader.
In addition, we are worried that because the disclosure is based on auditor judgement,
this could open up potential litigation through “second guessing.” A third concern is
that the exposure draft does not make optionality of including KAMs in the audit
report as obvious for non-public entities. Finally, several members of the joint task
force are concerned that audit reports that include KAMs will be viewed as superior
to audit reports that do not include KAMs, which will result in regulators and other
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third party users requiring KAMs be included in the audit report. Ultimately, reports
that include KAMs may become the norm, while reports that do not include KAMs
will be considered inferior. While we see the value in including KAMs in the audit
report, we feel that for the reasons stated above, this could cause many unintended
consequences and, at this time, we are not in favor of including KAMs as stated in the
exposure draft.
CLCPA (28)

The Committee generally agrees with the proposed changes in to financial reporting Noted
but does not feel the requirements for including Key Audit Matters in the auditor’s
report should be required and believes the option to included it would create
tremendous divergence in practice and make the audit reports not comparable among
non-issues.

Anders (29)

We understand the ASB’s strategic initiative to converge U.S. auditing standards with
those of the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board, and we are
generally supportive of that initiative, to an extent. However, our clients do not
typically participate in a high level of international business activities; therefore, the
users of our clients’ financial statements often have considerably different needs than
users of publicly traded entities’ financial statements. Furthermore, the litigious
nature of our U.S. marketplace, which is also vastly different than that of the global
market, truly warrants certain auditor protections. We feel that certain aspects of the
proposals do not adequately protect the auditor from these threats.
We have significant and fundamental concerns with many aspects of the proposals,
and we have outlined our most serious concerns below. We have also responded to
each proposal’s request for specific comments in the following pages.
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We believe the communication of Key Audit Matters (KAMs), or exclusion
of KAMs, will be widely misinterpreted and misunderstood. We feel strongly
that the requirements and guidance in the proposed SAS will undoubtedly lead
to divergence in practice and, in turn, general misperceptions and
misunderstanding between practitioners, clients, and users of the financial
statements of nonissuers. The inclusion of KAMs may eventually be
considered a “best practice” by some readers, which would call into question
those auditors and entities whose reports lack this information. This confusion
and variance in practice could lead to further unnecessary litigation and
regulatory complaints.
The requirement to conclude on the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern, and include such conclusion affirmatively in the auditor’s report,
establishes a dangerous precedent. Auditors employ reasonable judgments
about going concern based on management’s assertions, but no auditor can
affirmatively predict the future. The auditor’s report is not the appropriate
venue for such a prediction. Furthermore, Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles in the United States (GAAP) now clearly place the responsibility
for going concern assertions on management – not the auditor. There are no
carve-outs for other, routine GAAP assertions, and the auditor’s general
opinion already contemplates the entity’s ability to continue as a going
concern. Any affirmative statements emphasizing this are unnecessary and
potentially harmful to the auditor.
Annual reports are largely undefined in the FASB Codification. Privately-held
entities have little or no GAAP guidance with respect to annual reports, and,
therefore, the inclusion of any annual report material in an auditor’s scope and
opinion seems to be an overreaching imposition to these clients.

TF Consideration /
Response
Noted

See issue 3 in agenda item 4
for discussion about going
concern

Noted
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See issue 8 in agenda item 4
We believe an effective date of less than a year from the date that the proposed for discussion about
standards are finalized will not allow auditors sufficient time to update their audit effective date
methodologies, therefore, we recommend that the proposed effective date be at least
one year from the date that the proposed standards are finalized.

Baker Tilly (30)

Effective Date

OHIOCPA (31)

Overall, the committee had concerns about the trickle-down impact of providing the Noted
option for public company disclosures in auditor reports for not-for-profits and private
entities. In particular, while the option to communicate key audit matters (KAMs) is
not required for nonissuers, the election of this option may have unintended
consequences as outlined further in the following comments. While the proposed
requirements were generally clear for those who would elect this option, Committee
members expressed concerns about variability in practice and the costs and risks
involved. Should the option to communicate KAMs be provided in the final standard,
additional guidance would be beneficial in identifying and communicating key audit
matters.

PWC (32)

We acknowledge the Auditing Standards Board’s (ASB) strategic objective to Noted
converge its standards with those of the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board (IAASB), while avoiding unnecessary differences between the
ASB’s standards and those of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(PCAOB). However, we have significant concerns about the proposed changes, as
further detailed below. Before making changes to existing AU-C sections to converge
with new or revised International Standards on Auditing (ISAs), the ASB should
ensure it has considered the basis for decisions made in developing existing ASB
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standards, the comparable PCAOB standards, and the potential implications given the
US regulatory and legal environment.
Our detailed responses to the questions posed in the exposure draft are included in the
Appendix 1. Appendix 2 includes suggested illustrative revisions to proposed AU-C
700 that are responsive to our concerns. The following summarizes our more
significant concerns with the proposed auditor reporting standards and the other
proposed amendments.
Form and content of the auditor’s report
The ASB’s clarified auditing standards, including those addressing the auditor’s
report, only recently became effective. The ASB has not put forth its rationale as to Noted
why further changes to the auditor’s report are needed at this time, other than a desire
to converge with the IAASB’s recent changes as part of the ASB’s strategic objective.
Accordingly, we believe the ASB should undertake outreach with users of private
company audit reports and others to determine the level of interest in changing the
auditor’s report for private companies in the US and what the focus of those changes
should be.
For example, there are differences today in how public company and private company
reports are presented, so some users may find it worthwhile for the ASB to take TF continues to support
advantage of the opportunity to more fully converge with the PCAOB’s form and IAASB form of report for
content of the auditor’s report. Importantly, the PCAOB’s development process has nonissuers
already considered the US legal environment and has benefitted from input from users
of financial statements. When “dual standards” apply, auditors are required to use the
PCAOB’s form and content of the report. Accordingly, certain new elements of the
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ASB’s report would be omitted, creating differences between private company reports Noted
that may not be easily understood.
We believe having similar and consistent reporting requirements governing the
standard elements of auditors’ reports of public and private companies is beneficial
to users. If there is consensus that further changes to private company audit reports
are appropriate, we believe the ASB should re-evaluate whether it would be preferable
to converge with the PCAOB’s new reporting model rather than the ISAs. Input from
users could be sought as to whether they support the proposed elements of the ASB’s
new report as compared to what the PCAOB has put into place, to determine whether
any incremental changes are appropriate for private company audit reports (for
example, in areas where additional language is proposed similar to the IAASB’s
changes to the auditor’s report to describe an audit or the responsibilities of
management and the auditor). However, we note the PCAOB considered whether to
incorporate the IAASB’s additional elements, but ultimately concluded not to include
these given little interest from investors in such additional language during the Board's
initial outreach and the risk that it would be boilerplate.
In particular, we believe further debate and deliberation is needed in relation to the
following so the ASB can fully consider the effects of the proposed changes, including
not only the perceived value of the changes but also the practical challenges of
implementing them. In particular:
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Changes proposed to GC
section and aligned with
570 – see issue 3 in agenda
item 4.

We do not support the requirements and illustrative wording proposed to
describe management and the auditor’s responsibilities in relation to going
concern. The changes as proposed could cause confusion for users of private
company reports, as these users could mistake the expanded description of
responsibilities as an indication there is a going concern issue compared to
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today’s model of exception-based reporting. We are also concerned the
proposed language may overstate the auditor’s responsibilities and could be
misinterpreted as providing a greater level of certainty about the company’s
financial position and future prospects than would be warranted based on the
audit work performed, in particular since it summarizes the auditor’s work
effort in accordance with AU-C section 570 at a very high level and does not
make reference to the concepts of “substantial doubt” and a “reasonable period
of time.”


The ASB should more fully consider the implications and potential TF supports affirmative
implementation challenges of including an affirmative statement that the statement – see issue 4 in
auditor is independent in the auditor’s report, through engagement with PEEC agenda item 4
as necessary. For example, while its approach would converge with the ISAs,
we encourage the ASB to also consider the implications of diverging from the
PCAOB’s approach, which requires a statement that explains the auditor is
required to be independent and lists the relevant literature that governs the
determination of independence for public company audits. We believe it
would be preferable to have a consistent approach in the US to describing the
auditor’s responsibilities for independence between public and private
companies.

Voluntary communication of key audit matters (KAMs) in accordance with proposed
SAS, Communicating Key Audit Matters in the Independent Auditor’s Report
The ASB is proposing to adopt a new standard similar to the IAASB’s KAM
framework in accordance with ISA 701, including its definition and requirements.
Reporting of KAMs for US private companies would be voluntary, though we note
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the ASB’s view in paragraph A39 of proposed AU-C section 700 that communication Noted.
of KAM could be required by law, regulation or contractual agreement.
We support the ASB’s view that any enhanced reporting about matters arising from
the audit should be voluntary for private companies, consistent with the approach in
the ISAs. However, we disagree that the IAASB’s KAM framework is the appropriate
framework for any such voluntary enhanced reporting. We believe the ASB should
explore why private companies might elect to request their auditors to communicate
these matters in order to determine how best to structure that framework. In our view,
private companies could request auditors to communicate additional information
about matters arising from the audit in anticipation of an IPO or because there are
expectations that their reporting should be comparable to their public company peers.
Similarly, private equity holders, lenders or regulators could set out an expectation
that companies would request their auditors to do so. In these circumstances, we
believe the PCAOB’s critical audit matter (CAM) framework may be more relevant
to users in the US than the IAASB’s KAM framework. Adopting the same framework
for private companies that would apply in the public company context would promote
consistency if private companies elect to have their auditors communicate CAMs, and
would allow audit firms to recognize synergies from leveraging the PCAOB’s
approach and implementation process. Importantly, the PCAOB’s standard has been
developed taking into account the US regulatory and legal environment, and we
support its position that CAMs must relate to accounts or disclosures material to the
financial statements. And as the new CAM requirements are implemented, auditors
and users in the US will begin to become familiar with CAMs and how they are
identified and drafted. For these reasons, our preliminary recommendation with
respect to any voluntary enhanced reporting is for the ASB to adopt an approach Noted
Agenda Item 4H
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consistent with the approach taken by the PCAOB. See our response to Request for
Comment 5 for additional details.
Additional changes proposed to AU-C 700 relating to the auditor’s evaluation of fair
presentation
Separate from its efforts to enhance auditor reporting, the ASB is also considering
changes to AU-C 700 and other AU-Cs to converge with the IAASB’s July 2015
pronouncement, Addressing Disclosures in the Audit of the Financial Statements Revised ISAs and Related Conforming Amendments (the IAASB’s disclosures
project). The IAASB’s disclosures project was aimed at focusing auditors’ attention
on financial statement disclosures throughout the audit. We support this objective
given the importance financial statement users place on such information. We believe
a number of the proposed amendments could enhance the auditor’s focus on
disclosures in the early stages of the audit and may also result in additional focus on
disclosures by entities in their financial statement preparation process.
However, we have concerns that certain aspects of the changes currently proposed to
Disclosures ED changes to
paragraphs 13-14 of AU-C section 700 and related application material could infer
be discussed at the January
the auditor has a responsibility to assess the adequacy of the disclosures without
2019 ASB meeting
appropriate regard to an accounting framework. If changes are made to the AU-C, the
ASB should ensure that requirements to evaluate fair presentation are grounded in,
rather than incremental or potentially inconsistent with, the applicable financial
reporting framework. Any changes should not result in the auditor’s responsibilities
differing from what is required to evaluate whether the financial statements are
presented, in all material respects, in accordance with GAAP. The ASB cannot and
should not establish disclosure requirements in auditing standards, so reference
should be made more explicitly to US GAAP (in particular FASB and GASB
Agenda Item 4H
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standards), with guidance to explain what is expected to be achieved. We suggest
revisions in Appendix 2 to address our concerns with the proposed changes. The basis
for this recommendation are described in more detail in response to Request for
Comment 12.
Outreach and stakeholder engagement
Outreach with users and other stakeholders will provide the ASB with helpful
perspectives in deciding an appropriate path forward. We believe the ASB could
benefit from conducting additional outreach with groups that may not respond to the
exposure draft, such as users of private company reports, preparers, trade
organizations, and regulatory agencies (e.g., the FDIC). Engagement with the
AICPA’s various expert panels will also be important.
Feedback should be sought on matters such as:

Agenda Item 4H



Whether there is a desire from users of private company financial statements
for further changes to the auditor’s report at this time and, if so, whether it
would be preferable to converge with the PCAOB’s new reporting model
rather than the ISAs



Under what circumstances requests for auditors to communicate about matters
arising from the audit may be made or auditors may elect or agree to include,
and what an appropriate framework for doing so may be (i.e., KAMs vs
CAMs)



Whether the changes proposed to the auditing standards appropriately align
with, and do not contradict, US GAAP, in particular as promulgated by the
FASB and the GASB
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What additional actions by the AICPA and others may be needed in light of
changes to private company reports to inform considerations about the
benefits and costs of changing the auditor’s report again and promote effective
implementation

Enhanced outreach will also help in preparing all stakeholders for the potential change
in auditor reporting. The AICPA and the profession will need to actively promote an
understanding of what the changes are intended to achieve and why they are
considered appropriate. Outreach will also help stakeholders consider whether there
are actions needed on their part to complement the changes in the auditing standards.
For example, when the current report was implemented in 2016, the profession needed
to engage with regulators and others who were accustomed to the prior form and
content and may have needed to make changes to their processes to accommodate the
new reports.
Effective date

See issue 8 in agenda item 4
We support setting the same effective date for the suite of standards currently under for a discussion about the
revision so that firms can update their guidance and tools - and train auditors on these effective date
changes - in the most effective manner. Our separate comment letter in response to
proposed AU-C section 720, The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Other
Information Included in Annual Reports, notes our view that the proposed SAS needs
significant revision before it could be effectively implemented and achieve its
intended objectives, and may require re-exposure before it can be finalized. We
therefore suggest the ASB plan for the suite of standards currently under revision to
become effective no sooner than for periods ending on or after December 15, 2020.
We recognize this timing results in a gap between when the new form and content of
reports would be available for audits of private companies as compared to public
Agenda Item 4H
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companies. However, we believe time will be needed for audit firms to update their
guidance and tools for the new changes, as well as for wider stakeholder engagement
by the AICPA and others to make sure the implications of these changes are wellunderstood and accepted. Changes will also be necessary to the various Accounting
and Auditing Guides and other interpretive publications that contain a variety of
illustrative reports, ideally in time to align with the effective date, so that practitioners
have access to such illustrations on a real-time basis. A 2020 effective date also aligns
the potential for voluntary communication of KAMs (or CAMs) for private
companies with the implementation date of CAMs for PCAOB audits (other than
large accelerated filers).
However, there may be merit in the ASB postponing the adoption of any new standard
addressing CAMs or KAMs until such time as feedback from the planned postimplementation review by the PCAOB and SEC has been obtained, including
understanding the views of users in the US and consideration of any unintended
consequences.
EY (33)

We support the ASB’s efforts to improve the relevance and usefulness of the auditor’s
report. We also support the ASB’s efforts to enhance the auditor’s focus on financial Noted
statement disclosures throughout the audit process. However, we do not support some
aspects of the proposed amendments and believe some proposed amendments require
clarification to make them operable.
For example, as further explained in Attachment A, we don’t support including the
proposed statement in the auditor’s report that the auditor has fulfilled his or her
“other ethical responsibilities, in accordance with the relevant ethical requirements
relating to the audit”1 because the statement is vague and potentially confusing to
users of the report. The proposed SAS does not specify the “other relevant ethical
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requirements relating to the audit,” nor does it describe the implication to the audit or
the auditor’s reporting requirements if breaches of such ethical requirements are
identified during the audit.
In addition, we believe the proposed affirmative statement may unintentionally create
a new performance requirement. Currently, auditors are required to “remain alert for
evidence of noncompliance with relevant ethical requirements.”2 Although existing
professional standards permit the engagement partner to rely on the audit firm’s
system of quality control to comply with the ethical requirements of the AICPA and
other applicable state and regulatory agencies,3 it’s unclear whether such reliance
would be sufficient to support the proposed statement.
We recommend that the Board more closely align the proposed statement regarding
auditor independence and compliance with relevant ethical requirements to the recent TF supports convergence
interpretations to SAS 1314 and the requirements of the Public Company Accounting with IAASB
Oversight Board (PCAOB). We believe these changes would help reduce unnecessary
differences between AICPA and PCAOB standards, which ultimately benefits users
of auditor reports in the US, without introducing additional performance requirements
on the auditors.
We also believe some of the proposed requirements and related application guidance
for evaluating the overall presentation of an entity’s financial statements may go
beyond what’s necessary or even appropriate for an auditing standard that’s supposed
to be accounting framework neutral. In Attachment A we discuss how AU-C
700.13d.ii and .A10 of the proposed SAS can be modified to address this concern.

TF to consider this as part
of 700 discussion. See
proposed changes to agenda
item 4A.

We support the ASB’s decision to require the reporting of key audit matters (KAMs)
only when the auditor is engaged to do so. When the auditor is engaged to report on
KAMs, we believe the communication of KAMs in the auditor’s report should
Agenda Item 4H
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enhance the report’s informational value by highlighting matters that were of most
significance to the audit of the financial statements. We also support the principles- Noted
based approach the ASB has proposed for determining KAMs, because we don’t
believe it would be appropriate or feasible to prescribe the number, subject or content
of KAMs that arise in a given audit.
However, we believe it would be preferable for the ASB to align the KAMs
requirements with the PCAOB requirements for reporting on critical audit matters
(CAMs) for listed entities in the US rather than the requirements of the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB). Aligning the ASB requirements
with those of the PCAOB would provide greater comparability between and among
auditor’s reports issued in the US and would make it easier for auditors to develop See proposed changes to
policies and training to adopt the new reporting standards. We also note that we expect agenda item 4A.
auditors to be engaged to report on KAMs most often when the engaging party needs
to have the auditor follow the PCAOB standards or prefers to have the auditor do so
(e.g., when an entity is considering an initial public offering). In these cases, the
auditor would follow the guidance in SAS 131, which would require the auditor to
follow the PCAOB’s framework for determining and reporting on CAMs.
Lastly, we recommend that AU-C section 260 require certain communications to be
made in a timely manner and prior to the issuance of the auditor’s report. Such matters
would include (1) significant judgments about threats to the auditor’s independence,
(2) significant deficiencies and material weaknesses, (3) significant uncorrected
misstatements and (4) potential illegal acts or suspected fraud that could have more
than a clearly inconsequential effect on the financial statements. The appropriate
timing of a particular communication to those charged with governance depends on
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factors such as the significance of the matters to be communicated and corrective or
follow-up action needed.
We believe requiring these matters to be communicated prior to the issuance of the
auditor’s report or when certain events occur would enhance the auditor’s ability to
meet the objective of AU-C 260.06c significant and relevant to their responsibility to
oversee the financial reporting process” and allow those charged with governance
enough time to take any actions prior to the issuance of the auditor’s report.
Proposed effective date
We do not believe the proposed effective date for audits of financial statements for
periods ending on or after 15 June 2019 provides sufficient time for auditors to
implement the new SAS.
Although the proposed SAS would primarily affect the auditor reporting process,
which typically occurs at or near the completion of the audit, there are aspects of the
Board’s proposal that also have implications for the earlier stages of the audit, such
as the proposed AU-C 260 requirement to communicate about significant risks with See issue 8 in agenda item 4
those charged with governance, as well as the proposed amendments to the for discussion about
engagement agreement requirements. Also, when engaged to communicate KAMs, effective date.
auditors will need to fundamentally change the reporting phase of the audit. For
example, drafting of the audit report will need to occur earlier in the audit process, as
opposed to at or near year end. Also, companies will be need to understand potential
KAMs in order to prepare for any potential changes to their financial reporting process
(including financial statement disclosures) and questions from users of the
companies’ financial statements and the auditor’s report thereon.
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Accordingly, to allow audit firms sufficient time to train personnel on the new SAS
and update reporting policies, including related systems of quality control, we believe
the effective date should be no earlier than for audits of financial reporting periods
beginning after 15 December 2019 (i.e., 2020 for calendar-year-end reporting
entities).
KPMG (34)

Agenda Item 4H

We acknowledge the Board’s consideration of and alignment with the auditor TF supports convergence
reporting standards of the IAASB to increase the informational value and relevance with IAASB
of the auditor’s report. Reasonable convergence among auditing standards issued by
other standard setters helps to enhance audit quality and comparability across the
globe and is in the public interest. Recognizing that, we believe the reporting
standards should converge more with the Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board (PCAOB) to eliminate unnecessary differences and eliminate potential
confusion by users of financial statements, especially in the United States (US). AS
3101, Auditor’s Report on an Audit of Financial Statements, now effective, has more
similarities with the required elements of the auditor’s report to the proposed
Statements on Auditing Standards than differences (e.g., paragraph titles and order,
content of required paragraphs). We believe it is in the public interest, which includes
the public perception of each standard setter, for closer alignment with the PCAOB
regarding specific requirements. Certain requirements and definitions of the PCAOB
standard are more direct and understandable. For example, the definition of Critical
Audit Matters (CAMs) links more to material accounts and complexity or subjectivity
based on auditor judgment compared to Key Audit Matters (KAMs) which focus on
the “attention” spent in the audit. Attention implies a level of effort which may not
ultimately be the most complex or subjective. Permitting optionality in application of
other requirements may not result in GAAS being “ISA minus”. For example, should
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auditors be permitted to refer to KAMs as CAMs or even use PCAOB report wording
when following GAAS only if, in the auditor’s judgment, the basic required elements
are included.
Further, because of the enhanced description of the responsibilities of management
and those charged with governance, similar to AS 1301, Communications with Audit
Committees, we believe that all communications required by the standards should be
made prior to report release date.
D&T (37)

Overall Comments

Noted

We support the issuance of these proposed SASs in order to increase the informational
value and relevance of the auditor’s report for users. We are supportive of the revised
requirements and believe they will result in achieving the overall objective to provide
more information about significant aspects of the audit to investors and other financial
statement users. In particular, we are supportive of the following changes to the
auditor’s report:
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Requiring the “Opinion” section to be presented first in the auditor’s report,
followed by the “Basis for Opinion” section.
Requiring the “Basis for Opinion” section of the auditor’s report to include an
affirmative statement about the auditor’s independence and fulfillment of the
auditor’s other ethical responsibilities in accordance with relevant ethical
requirements relating to the audit.
Expanding the description of the responsibilities of management for the
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements, including a
requirement to identify those responsible for the oversight of the financial
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reporting process when those responsible for such oversight differ from those
responsible for the preparation of the financial statements.
Expanding the description of the responsibilities of the auditor and key
features of an audit.

We are supportive of the ASB’s strategy to converge with the standards of the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) and are also
supportive of the ASB’s efforts to consider the standards of the Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) and whether the requirements and guidance
in certain PCAOB standards could or should also be incorporated into the ASB’s
standards to enhance audit quality for audits of nonissuers. Given the IAASB and the
PCAOB have updated their reporting standards, and while we are supportive of the
changes within the proposed SASs, we recognize that questions and concerns may be
raised about the ASB’s strategic approach through the comment letter process on the
proposed SASs related to the existence of two different forms of reporting in the
United States (i.e., the PCAOB standards for issuers, and the AICPA standards for
nonissuers). This situation may raise questions as to whether there needs to be
additional thought and discussion in regard to the direction of reporting in the U.S.,
and we would therefore be open to further discussion and dialogue regarding such
differences and the way forward should the ASB believe it is necessary.
Based on our review of the proposed SASs, we believe there are certain
implementation and other issues that should be further considered by the ASB. We
discuss them below and further in Appendix A.
Key Audit Matters
While the communication of Key Audit Matters (KAMs) in accordance with proposed
SAS Communicating Key Audit Matters in the Independent Auditor’s Report
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(“proposed new AU-C section 701”), would not be required for audits of nonissuers,
we support the requirements related to KAMs when the auditor is engaged to
communicate KAMs in the auditor’s report. We do believe, however, that it is not
sufficiently clear within the proposed standard that the communication of KAMs is
not required for audits of nonissuers, but rather something that an auditor might be
requested to do, or that may be required by law, regulation, or contractual agreement.
We therefore suggest the ASB clarify that the communication of KAMs is not
required for audits of nonissuers by adding the following as the first sentence in
paragraph 1 of proposed new AU-C section 701:

Clarification added in par
3A to proposed AU-C 700,
as well as par 1 of propose
AU-C 701 and in AU-C
706. See proposed changes
to agenda item 4A.

Communication of key audit matters is not required for audits performed in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
In addition, we suggest the ASB modify the second sentence in paragraph 1 as follows
(additions are noted in bold underline and deletions are noted in strike-through text):
This proposed Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) addresses the auditor’s
responsibility when the auditor is engaged requested or required to communicate
key audit matters in the auditor’s report.

Retain “engaged”

This update would be consistent with AU-C section 806, Reporting on Compliance
with Aspects of Contractual Agreements or Regulator Requirements in Connection
with Audited Financial Statements, paragraph 1, which states, “This section addresses
the auditor's responsibility when the auditor is requested to report on an entity's
compliance with aspects of contractual agreements or regulatory requirements . . .” If
the word “engaged” is included in proposed new AU-C section 701 paragraph 1, we
believe a corresponding edit would be necessary in AU-C section 210, Terms of the
Engagement, paragraph 10. However, we do not believe it is necessary to use the term
“engaged” when referring to a request or requirement (in the case of law, regulation
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or contractual agreement) for auditors to communicate KAMs in the auditor’s report
as this does not represent a standalone engagement but is rather an additional
procedure the auditor would be performing in connection with the auditor’s
engagement to audit the financial statements. Similar modifications are necessary in
paragraphs 4 and A7 of proposed new AU-C section 701 and all illustrations in the
proposed SASs related to auditor reporting.
In addition, when the auditor is requested or required to communicate KAMs for a
governmental entity, we believe specific application guidance should be provided to
clarify the level at which communication of KAMs would be required due to the
complexity of reporting on multiple opinion units for governmental entities and the
importance of an appropriate understanding between the auditor and the entity.
Amendments to Requirements and Application Material Related to Auditor’s
Reports on Internal Control over Financial Reporting and Compliance
We noted that no revisions have been proposed to the requirements and application AU-C 940 to be addressed
material related to auditor’s reports on internal control over financial reporting in AU- at the January 2019 ASB
C section 940, An Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting That Is meeting
Integrated With an Audit of Financial Statements (AU-C 940) or to auditor’s reports
on compliance in AU-C section 935, Compliance Audits (AU-C 935). We suggest the
ASB revise the reporting requirements in AU-C 940 and AU-C 935 to reflect the
concepts included in the proposed SASs for clarity and consistency in the related
reporting. The ASB should also consider if other revisions to AU-C 940 and AU-C
935 are needed.
Other Information
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The proposed SAS requires the auditor to report in accordance with proposed SAS OI section moved to end of
The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Other Information Included in Annual report. See proposed
Reports (“proposed new AU-C section 720”). While proposed new AU-C section 720 changes to agenda item 4A.
does not specify the location of the other information section, the illustrative examples
in the proposed SASs include the section on other information after the “Basis for
Opinion” section in the auditor’s report. We suggest the ASB revise the illustrative
examples to include the Other Information section after the “Auditor’s Responsibility
for the Audit of the Financial Statements” section. We also suggest a corresponding
change to move paragraph 29 to follow paragraph 37 in Proposed SAS, Forming an
Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements (“proposed new AU-C section 700”).
See D&T comment letter on the proposed new AU-C section 720 for detailed
commentary.
Going Concern – Governmental Considerations
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) standards do not define the
going concern basis of accounting. Paragraph 31.b of proposed new AU-C section See proposed changes to
700, includes a specific requirement for the auditor to describe that management is agenda item 4A and issue 3
responsible for determining whether use of the going concern basis of accounting is in agenda item 4.
appropriate. Given that the GASB standards do not define the going concern basis of
accounting, we believe it would not be appropriate to include a statement that
management has a responsibility of determining whether use of the going concern
basis of accounting is appropriate in audit reports for governmental entities.
Therefore, unless explicit agreement is obtained from the GASB that such a statement
would be appropriate to include, we believe the requirement in paragraph 31.b should
be revised for governmental entities and should only state that management is
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responsible for assessing the entity’s ability to continue as a going concern in
accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework.
The Effective Date of the Proposed SASs
The proposed SASs indicated that if issued they will be effective for audits of
financial statements for periods ending on or after June 15, 2019. We believe that this
effective date does not allow sufficient time for auditors to adequately prepare for the
implementation of the proposed SASs. While we encourage the ASB to finalize the
proposed SASs quickly, we believe that when deciding on the effective date, other
changes auditors are facing need to be acknowledged (e.g., dealing with the auditing
implications of the new accounting requirements regarding revenue recognition,
leasing, and expected credit losses and also addressing the new PCAOB requirements
related to communication of critical audit matters in auditor reports for issuers). We
therefore suggest the ASB revise the proposed
SASs to be effective for audits of financial statements for periods ending on or after See issue 8 in agenda item
December 15, 2019, or June 15, 2020. In addition, we believe that earlier 4.
implementation should be expressly permitted and guidance should be provided as to
the need to implement all the proposed reporting SASs and proposed new section AUC 720 concurrently.
We also note that the effective date for the proposed SASs differs from the effective
date in proposed new AU-C section 720; we believe the effective dates should be the
same.
These and other matters are discussed in further detail in the following appendixes,
as applicable:
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• Appendix A — Request for Comment by the ASB.
• Appendix B — Editorial Recommendations.

Abraham
Akresh (38)

D. I generally support the proposed SAS. However, I have a few issues with the wording
of the example auditor’s report.
Opinion paragraph
The research indicates that readers want to see the opinion first. However, the Positioning is consistent
proposed report wording puts the opinion in the second paragraph, with a first with the PCAOB and
paragraph indicating an audit was performed. That first paragraph belongs in the basis IAASB.
for opinion, since it is not the opinion but a statement of what the auditor did to reach
the opinion. That would put the opinion first, where it belongs.
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America
This phrase is no longer sufficient or appropriate to indicate the financial reporting TF does not believe this
framework because it could refer to any one of three financial reporting frameworks: needs to be a requirement.
accounting standards established by FASAB, GASB or FASB. Note that the standard
setters say they are developing accounting standards, not accounting principles.
Further, the standards don’t rely on general acceptance but on establishment by one
of these bodies. The phrase should be replaced one of the following, as appropriate:
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Accounting standards established for the federal government by the
Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Board
Accounting standards established for state and local governments by the
Government Accounting Standards Board
Accounting standards established for entities other than governments by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board
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Noted.

Auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
This phrase also is not appropriate since neither the PCAOB nor the GAO accepts the
AICPA standards (without modification), and therefore we should not claim they are
generally accepted. Further, they rely not on general acceptance but on approval by
the ASB. Since the ASB standards apply only to audits of non-issuers, we should
replace the phrase with “auditing standards established by the American Institute of
CPAs for audits of non-issuers”.
I recognize that GAAP and GAAS have been part of the auditor’s report for a very
long time. It’s time we replaced them with terms that reflect the current environment.
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Office of the
Washington State
Auditor (8)

We were unsure why discussion of internal control and communication of significant The content from AU-C
matters with the governing body were proposed to be removed from AU-C 260.A13. 260.A13 was not included
These seem like relevant and important matters that should be retained.
to converge with ISA 260
(revised), which was
intended to be a high level
reference to the auditor’s
responsibilities.

Office of the
Washington State
Auditor (8)

We were also unsure why “disclosure” and “including the related note disclosures” Disclosures to be addressed
were removed from AU-C section 330.26 and .A72. We recommend that these at January 2019 ASB
requirements be retained and that the concept of presentation be inclusive of meeting
disclosures.

Office of the
Washington State
Auditor (8)

If the Board believes there is a need to inform report users similar to the governing Proposed AU-C 701 model
body, we would prefer that existing requirements in AU-C section 260 be used rather to be retained
than reporting KAMs. Specifically:
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than inclusion as KAMs in the report and an appropriate restricted use
paragraph. Alternatively, preparers could engage the auditors to provide
this and/or a description of the audit process as other information in the
audit report.
Office of the
Washington State
Auditor (8)

AU-C 570
We disagree with proposed changes to AU-C section 570. Since this would be a
disclosure, it would most appropriately be considered an emphasis of matter
paragraph. Moreover, the assertion that GASB 56 paragraph 19 does not require an
explicit statement in the notes that conditions or events have been identified and
substantial doubt exists is inaccurate. On the contrary, GASB requires disclosure of
“Pertinent conditions and events giving rise to the assessment of substantial doubt
about the government’s ability to continue as a going concern,” “The possible effects
of such conditions and events,” “Government officials’ plans,” etc.
For this reason, there should be no substantial differences between Illustrations 1 and
2 of proposed AU-C 570. We therefore recommend revisions to Illustration 2 to read
as follows:
AU-C 570
Appendix
Illustration 2
Substantial Doubt About the City’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern
The accompanying financial statements have been prepared assuming that the City
will continue as a going concern. As discussed in Note X to the financial statements,
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the City has suffered recurring losses from operations [or governmental activities] and
has a fund balance [or net position] deficiency that raise substantial doubt about the
City’s ability to continue as a going concern. Management’s evaluation of the events
and conditions and management’s plans regarding these matters are also described in
Note X. The financial statements do not include any adjustments that might result
from the outcome of this uncertainty. Our opinion is not modified with respect to this
matter.
Office of the
Washington State
Auditor (8)

Report Clarity

Readability

In addition to technical comments on the proposed standards, we suggest the Board
take this opportunity to improve the readability of report illustrations. While the
current illustrative report language is rooted in history, we find that it is unnecessarily
dense and inaccessible, which could cause readers to misinterpret information or stop
reading the report altogether. Specifically, we encourage the Board to consider
streamlining illustrative report language by:
1. Choosing plain language alternatives to awkward phrasings and jargon
wherever possible
2. Changing prepositional phrases to possessives
3. Eliminating redundant or wordy phrases
4. Changing sentence or paragraph structure to improve readability
5. Including in a brief section at the report’s beginning (or as part of the
“Opinion” section) a succinct explanation of why the reader should care
about this information and why it matters.
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For example, in the attachment we show these opportunities to improve the readability
of report language without reducing the professionalism or technical accuracy of the
report for Illustration 1. (See attachment following this table)
SVA (21)

Proposed SAS Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements (AUC 700)
I disagree with presenting the “Opinion” section first in the auditor’s report simply Noted
because the user of the report should have a clear understanding of the context of both
management’s and the auditor’s responsibilities with respect to the financial
statements prior to reading the opinion.
I disagree with including the communication of key audit matters in the auditor’s
report of non-issuers that could be required by law, regulation, or contractual
agreement as outlined below in the next section.

SVA (21)

Significant Proposed Amendments to Existing Auditor Reporting Standards (AUC 210, 260, and 570)
Overall Views
As discussed previously, I disagree with providing application material in AU-C 210,
Terms of Engagement that would ultimately allow users of financial statements of
nonissuers to require that management engage the auditor to communicate KAMs in
the auditor’s report. The communication of KAMs in the auditor’s report should be
purely at the discretion of the auditor and not imposed as a requirement either by the
professional standards, management, and/or users of the financial statements.
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Noted

SVA (21)

I agree with the proposed changes to AU-C 570, Going Concern.

SVA (21)

I disagree with the proposed changes to AU-C 260, Communications with Those Noted
Charged With Governance, to require the auditor to communicate the significant risks
identified by the auditor with those charged with governance. I believe that risk
assessment is a matter of professional judgment and requiring the disclosure of the
significant risks identified is not only further subjecting our judgment to second
guessing (questioning why risk A was deemed significant or why risk B was not
deemed significant) but also to pressure from the auditee to change our risk
assessment because they disagree with it. As a profession, we shouldn’t be providing
our audit “playbook” to the auditee so they know what we are focusing our significant
efforts on while exposing other areas to increased risk because they know the auditor
isn’t likely looking at them.
In addition, including this requirement opens the door to requiring the disclosure of
other areas of higher assessed risks of material misstatement in the future.

GT (25)

Compliance audits
The applicability of the proposed standard to compliance audits performed in
accordance with AU-C section 935, Compliance Audits, is unclear. We therefore ask
the Board to consider the desired applicability and to update the appendix, “AU-C
Sections that are Not Applicable to Compliance Audits,” in AU-C section 935
accordingly.

GT (25)
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and encourage the Board not to delay the adoption of the new reporting model.
GT (25)

Amendments
200.14
We do not believe the financial reporting frameworks used in the United States allow for
disclosures to be incorporated by reference into the financial statements and therefore
recommend deleting that phrase from the end of the definition of “financial statements.”

Disclosures related
amendments to be
addressed at the January
2019 ASB meeting

210.A24
In the second bullet, we recommend revising “audit team” to “engagement team” to align
with the terms in the AU-C Glossary.
210.A25
We believe the lead-in to this paragraph may be confusing, particularly in light of the
proposed text in AU-C section 701.A7, which notes that KAMs may be required by law or
regulation. We recommend deleting the lead-in as we believe the rest of the paragraph is
sufficiently clear as to the desired guidance.
230.A12
We do not support including the proposed last bullet regarding KAMs in this paragraph. If
adopted, it will not be a pervasively used standard, and we do not believe the bullet adds
value to the guidance.
260.A21
With regard to the proposed revisions to the fourth bullet of this paragraph, unless it is read
in contemplation of paragraph A18, we believe an auditor could infer that he/she could
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focus on “specific thresholds or amounts,” which we do not believe is what the Board is
implying. We ask the Board to consider whether the latter portion of this proposed revision
could be problematic.
600.A97 Illustration 2-4
We recommend moving the proposed first paragraph of the Basis for Opinion section to the
Opinion section. We believe such placement is more appropriate since it more closely
associates the auditor’s opinion to what was audited by other auditors.

See issue 8 in agenda item
The proposed effective date of the Proposed Standards indicates they will be effective 4.
for periods ending on or after June 15, 2019. The Proposed Standards cover changes
in the extant standards from engagement letters to audit reporting. These changes do
not appear to be conceptually significant on the surface. However, the fact that these
changes impact the drafting of engagement letters, risk assessments, and
communication with those charged with governance in the planning process, it will
be difficult for firms to change methodologies, develop and provide training to cover
the key changes all prior to the beginning of the reporting period that will end after
June 15, 2019. Considering the impact to the planning aspects of an audit, we suggest
the effective date be changed to periods ending on or after December 15, 2020 to
allow firms sufficient time to change methodologies and to develop and provide
training prior to the beginning of the audit period that will be impacted by these
changes. This timing should also allow firms to build a methodology for evaluating
and reporting key audit matters.

Crowe (26)

Proposed Effective Date

EY (33)

AU-C 210.A44
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Second paragraph of example audit engagement letter: We suggest retaining the
deleted text “on the financial statements” after “… that includes our opinion.”
AU-C 540, paragraph A120
We recommend the following edit to the last sentence to avoid different possible
interpretations:
► If the matter is determined to be a key audit matter and the auditor has been
engaged to report key auditor matters in the auditor’s report under proposed AU-C
701, proposed SAS Emphasis-of-Matter Paragraphs and Other-Matter Paragraphs in
the Independent Auditor’s Report prohibits the auditor from including that matter in
an emphasis-of-matter paragraph in the auditor’s report.
NSAA (36)

In addition to our comments above, we believe the Board should consider these
additional comments as it finalizes the standards.
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We are concerned with the effective date of these changes. For audit
effectiveness and to ensure compliance with the updated standards, through
updated policies and procedures and audit tools, we believe an effective date
of audits of financial statements for periods ending on or after June 15, 2020
would be more feasible and appropriate.
The discussion of internal control and communication of significant matters
with the governing body is proposed to be removed from AU-C 260.A13.
These seem like relevant and important matters that should be retained. We
suggest the Board reconsider this change.
We are unsure why “disclosure” and “including the related note disclosures”
were removed from AUC 330.26 and A72. We recommend that these

See issue 8 in agenda item
4.
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requirements be retained and that the concept of presentation be inclusive of
disclosures.

D&T (37)





Proposed new AU-C Section 510, Opening Balances—Initial Audit TF to retain “engaged”
Engagements, Including Reaudit Engagements, paragraph A20 in the
“Circumstances include the following” section, bullet “The auditor has not
been engaged requested or required to communicate key audit matters in the
auditor’s report.”
Proposed new AU-C Section 600, Special Considerations—Audits of Group
Financial Statements (Including the Work of Component Auditors), paragraph
A97, Illustrations 1 -2 in the “Circumstances include the following” section,
bullet “The auditor has not been engaged requested or required to
communicate key audit matters in the auditor’s report.”

Office of the Washington State Auditor (8) – Attachment
Attachment – Example readability edits to Illustrative Report 1
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